As Arts of Life continued to focus on our artists’ role in the larger arts community this past fiscal year, we also saw an increase in support from incredible donors like you. You played a critical role in propelling our artists into new and strengthening their leadership.

Building on the success of Circle Contemporary, the Chicago studio gallery, we were able to launch OPEN Gallery at our North Shore studio. Our gallery program showcases a diverse range of creative practices from individuals of all talents and abilities. We strengthen the local creative community by providing a space and outlet for artistic inspiration and exploration. This offers a unique platform to position our artists alongside their contemporary peers and encourages a dialogue that will continue to inspire and direct our partnerships into 2019.

As we look to next year with optimism and an even stronger sense of purpose we’re delighted to share our FY2018 Annual Report with you.

Warmly,

Denise Fisher
Founder & Executive Director